
Loughborough College has recently been 
described by external organisations as 
positive and ambitious. 

Additionally, the college has set six ideals 
which fundamentally form the foundations of 
all our working practices: Accountable, Agile, 
Entrepreneurial, Engaging, Inspiring and 
Integrity. These qualities and ideals reflect 0..the 
college and also the Higher Education (HE) Sport 
department.

Loughborough College has a designated Higher 
Education team with extensive lecturing and industry 
experience. This team delivers exciting teaching and 
learning experiences to all students.

Why we are different to other HE providers...

ACCOUNTABLE  
When we originally designed our syllabus we sought out top industry 
professionals and gained their insight into the key employable skills needed to 
have a successful career in sport. We have maintained these relationships and 
continue to ensure that the programme creates graduates that meet the needs 
of an ever changing industry. Our programmes ensure our students have control 
and are accountable for their own destiny.

AGILE  
We understand that sport is a dynamic industry and can put extra demands 
on students.  As a result we support our students with flexible timetables and 
distance learning to fit around their training programmes. 

ENTREPRENEURIAL 
Our students often gain the skills and knowledge of the industry which allows 
them to embrace spontaneous opportunities. Over the last two years the HE 
Sport department has been well represented in at the Young Enterprise Young 
Start UP Awards gaining both regional and national success and recognition. 

ENGAGING 
Our promise at Loughborough College is to develop the whole student.  This 
starts in the classroom with small class sizes and contact time with lecturers. 
This academic team also provide pastoral care and academic guidance, allowing 
every student the opportunity to progress and achieve. 

INSPIRING 
The Loughborough College sporting history and heritage speaks for itself with 
some outstanding successes at the recent Olympics and Paralympics.  It is this 
continued environment of sporting success that inspires us to always strive to be 
better.  

INTEGRITY 
All of our academic programmes are validated by Loughborough University and 
Nottingham Trent University, our continued partnerships with these two 
institutions demonstrate the high levels of the quality assurance and rigour we 
apply everyday to all of our practices.
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